Tales of the Vampires is a five issue American comic book limited series (later collected in a single trade paperback), published by Dark Horse Comics and set in the Buffyverse. It comprises an anthology of short stories written by Joss Whedon, Jane Espenson, Ben Edlund, and Drew Goddard. Each story tells the tale of one or more Buffyverse vampires, and the otherwise unrelated collection is strung together by a bridging story written by Whedon. Read novel Tales of The Vampire Cultivator written by Masquerade1010, rating: 0, category: Fantasy, tag: System, Adventure, Cultivation. Tales of The Vampire Cultivator - Fantasy. Browse. Novels. Male Lead Urban Eastern Games Fantasy Sci-fi ACG Horror Sports. Action War Realistic History. Female Lead Urban Fantasy History Teen Lgbt+ Sci-fi General. Comics. In most tales, the vampire is a complex character who falls in love with a mortal and can’t help but complicate their day-to-day life. Other times, though, they’re the enemy and must be stopped at any cost. No matter their nature, more often than not someone winds up with blood on their fangs. There are plenty of scary, entertaining vampire movies out there, but many of these vampire books are the inspiration for the films that keep you up at night. So if you’re really brave, you should cast the remote aside and cozy up with these page-turners instead. Whether you’re a believer in the